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Dear Parents,
"Use a picture. It's worth a thousand words. “I think that quote perhaps sums up our newsletter this week.
I asked the team leaders from each level and specialists to include a short paragraph and photo to describe how the
remote learning program was progressing. Please see below.
From the Department of Education directives, Victorian State Government schools are to be in the remote learning
phase for all of term 2 unless the advice from the Chief Health Medical Officer of Victoria Professor Brett Sutton,
changes.
It’s so important for the benefit of our students’ health and wellbeing to always look at the ‘glass half full’ rather
than empty. Remote learning has provided some wonderful positive learning for our staff:

 The IT skills that all staff have acquired through this period has been phenomenal.
 Staff reflections on ‘what makes a high quality, engaging learning task’ for students across all curriculum
areas.

 The challenges of working virtually as a cohesive team
 Problem solving issues we have never been confronted with previously e.g. how do we engage students
with English as a second language when all or our written directions are in English?

 Finding a healthy balance between work and home responsibilities
It’s certainly turned out to be great weather for soup! There’s nothing like the smell of home cooked soup wafting
through the house in cold weather.
I’ll ask Carolina our Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Chef for a few different soup recipes for next week.

Warm Regards

Gayle

FOUNDATION- Ms Emma Tan
Thank you for your support and flexibility as we have adapted our program to online learning.
As Foundation teachers, we acknowledge the importance of relationships and face to face contact with our students.
The term’s work and take-home packs have been organised to reflect our normal classroom practice as much as
possible. We hope you have been able to navigate the online platform easily and found the resources useful.
We have appreciated the photos and Flipgrid videos, it has been great to see the students and share their work.

Please let us know if we can offer any further support.
We certainly miss you all!

Kind regards

Foundation teachers.
Emma, Robyn and Kimi

YEAR 1&2-Mrs Julie Gledhill
Online learning has presented many challenges but in true Wattle Park spirit teachers, students and families have
risen to the occasion. Year 1 and 2 teachers are becoming more accustomed to delivering our program through the
Learning Hub and are excited to see families getting involved in their child’s learning first hand-and what an excellent job they are doing! While we learn about our new ‘classroom’ our students are always at the forefront of our
mind. We miss their curiosity, their questions and their endearing conversations - it is lovely to talk to so many on
the phone. We miss seeing them grow before our eyes. It is true to say we look forward to being in our favourite
learning environment again soon with our young colleagues at Wattle Park Primary School.

Year 3 &4-Ms Amy Easterbrook
Firstly we would like to pass on our congratulations to the Year 3 and 4 students. In such challenging times they
have embraced remote learning with the Year 3s engaging with both their Learning Hub and Flipgrid and the Year
4s jumping on board enthusiastically with Google Classroom. Secondly we would like to thank all the parents and
guardians. It is only with your support that we can work in partnership to provide your children with the best possible educational experiences during this unprecedented time. Keep up the amazing work, Year 3s and 4s, we are all
so proud of you.

YEAR 5&6-Mr James Feather
Remote learning has thrown many curveballs our way in the Year 5/6 area, but we feel that we have succeeded in hitting those challenges out of the park! We would like to thank all of our supportive parents and
guardians who have provided so much assistance to their children and to us throughout this challenging
time. Our teaching team is very grateful that our students have already been accustomed to online learning,
through their previous experiences of using Google Classroom. We miss the simple things in the classroom
and cannot wait to be reunited with all of our students!

The specialist teachers would like to thank you for your understanding and engagement as we have
got up and running with our remote learning programs. Having parents that are so engaged has made
transfer to a remote program a smooth and successful time for all of us.
The teachers have been enjoying learning how we can adapt and change out programs to suit remote
learning and are working hard to put new lessons up to our learning hub sites every single week. This
work is being put up on a Monday so the students can work through it at their own pace throughout
the week.

SPECIALIST TEAM-Mr Nicholas Lindsay
The work being created is reflective of what would have been done in the classroom this term and we have
been delighted with the feedback we have received so far from parents.
Overall this term has been an enjoyable, while challenging, experience and can only be that way due to all
the hard work by the students and parents have been doing at home.
So thank you again for the patience and understanding and if you have any other questions for the specialist team feel free to contact us via email
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